Quantifying the Conceptual Combination Effect on Word Meanings
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Abstract
How do people understand concepts such as dog, aggressive dog, dog house or house dog? The meaning of a concept depends crucially on the concepts around it. While this hypothesis has existed for a long time, only recently it has become possible to test it based on neuroimaging and quantify it using computational modeling. In this paper, a neural network is trained with backpropagation to map attribute-based semantic representations to fMRI images of subjects reading everyday sentences. Backpropagation is then extended to the attributes, demonstrating how word meanings change in different contexts. Across a large corpus of sentences, the new attributes are more similar to the attributes of other words in the sentence than they are to the original attributes, demonstrating that the meaning of the context is transferred to a degree to each word in the sentence. Such dynamic conceptual combination effects could be included in natural language processing systems to encode rich contextual embeddings to mirror human performance more accurately.
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Introduction
In the embodied cognition approach. (Barsalou, 2008, Binder et al., 2009), the meaning of a concept is not a set of verbal features that people associate with the concept, but rather a set of neural processing modalities that are involved while experiencing instances of the concept. This approach provides a direct correspondence between conceptual content and neural representations, and suggests that concepts can be represented through a number of weighted semantic dimensions that correspond to different brain areas. Recently it has become possible to ground this approach to brain imaging. In particular, Binder et al. (2009) identified a distributed large-scale brain network linked to the storage and retrieval of words. This brain network was used as the foundation for the Concept Attributes Representation (CAR) theory (a.k.a. the experiential attribute representation model). CAR theory proposes that words are represented as a set of weighted attributes stimulated by context.

People weigh concept features differently based on context, i.e., they construct a meaning dynamically according to the combination of concepts that occur in the sentence. Such conceptual combination either uses an attribute of one concept to describe another (in attribute combination) or forms some relation between two concepts to create a new one (in relational combination). In case of attribute combination, the modifier features adapt other concepts in the combination to some degree, and as a result, the words involved are alike (Wisniewski, 1998). For example, listeners must realize that red apple could mean just a fruit having a certain color by selecting salient features that dominate in the combination. The noun apple is defined by color, size, shape, taste, etc. and one or more of those dimensions will be modified during the attribute combination. In relational combination, the modifier features have nothing to do with the combination. For example apple basket or apple pie contain a variety of relations that often do not include apple’s features as in apple baskets are not edible, red or a fruit. To help understand that apple pie is made of apples but apple baskets are not, a thematic relation needs to be built based on world knowledge about plausible combinations. Both attribute and relational combinations play an important role in the construction of new or complex concepts (Gagné & Shoben, 1997; Murphy 1990; Pecher, Zeelenberg, & Barsalou, 2004).

This paper focuses on the attribute combination process. It describes how such a dynamic construction of concepts in the brain can be quantified. This question has been studied in previous work anecdotally, by analyzing a few example cases of how the meaning attributes are weighted differently in various contexts for individual concepts, combinations of concepts, and for sentences (Aguirre-Celis & Miikkulainen, 2017, 2018). The current study expands on this prior work by evaluating the robustness and generality of these conclusions across an entire corpus of sentences and semantic roles. A neural network is trained to map brain-based semantic representations of words (CARs) into fMRI data of subjects reading everyday sentences. Backpropagation is then repeated separately for each sentence, reducing the remaining error by modifying only the CARs at the input of the network. As a result, the strengths of the attributes in the CARs change according to how important each attribute is for that sentence context.

The CAR theory is first reviewed, and the sentence collection, fMRI data, and word representation data described. The computational model is presented, followed by the experiments: an example individual case of how
conceptual combinations affect word meanings, and an aggregate study across a corpus of sentences.

Figure 1 shows the CAR for the concept *table*. The values represent average human ratings for each feature. Given that *table* is an object, it gets low weightings on human-related attributes such as Face, Speech, Head, and emotions including Happy, Sad, and Angry, and high weightings on attributes like Vision, Shape, Touch, and Manipulation.

**Concept Attribute Representation Theory**

CAR theory represents the basic components of meaning defined in terms of observed neural processes and brain systems thereby relating semantic content to systematic modulation of neuroimaging activity (Anderson, et al., 2016; Binder, et al., 2009). They are composed of a list of modalities that correspond to specialized sensory, motor and affective functions, and are therefore not limited to the classical sensory-motor dimensions of most embodied theories.

CARs capture aspects of experience central to the acquisition of event and object concepts, both abstract and concrete. For example, concept ratings on visual and sensory components include brightness, color, size, shape, temperature, weight, pain, etc. These aspects of mental experience model each word as a collection of a 66-dimensional feature vector that captures the strength of association between each neural attribute and the word meaning. For instance, Figure 1 shows the CAR for the concept *table*.

The attributes in CAR theory were selected after an extensive body of physiological evidence based on two assumptions: (1) All aspects of mental experience can contribute to concept acquisition and consequently concept composition; (2) experiential phenomena are grounded on neural processors representing a particular aspect of experience. For a more detailed account of the attribute selection and definition see Binder et al., (2009, 2011, 2016a, and 2016b). The next section describes how the CAR theory is instantiated by acquiring attribute ratings from human subjects.

**Data Preparation**

Three data collections were used in this study: A sentence collection prepared by Glasgow et al., (2016), the fMRI images for these sentence by the Medical College of Wisconsin (Anderson, et al., 2016; Binder, et al., 2016), and semantic Vectors (CAR ratings) for words obtained via Mechanical Turk (Anderson et al., 2016; Binder et al., 2009). In addition, fMRI representations were synthesized for individual words from the sentence fMRI. Each of these data collections is described in more detail below.

**Sentence Collection**

The sentence set was prepared for the fMRI study as part of the Knowledge Representation in Neural Systems Program (KRNS). A total of 240 sentences were composed from two to five content words from a set of 242 words (141 nouns, 39 adjectives and 62 verbs). The words were selected toward imaginable and concrete objects, actions, settings, roles, state and emotions, and events. Examples include *couple, author, boy, theatre, hospital, desk, red, flood, damaged, drank, gave, happy, old, summer, chicken, dog.*

The sentence collection is not fully balanced and systematic, but instead aims to be a natural sample. In order to investigate the effect of context, pairs of contrasting sentences were identified in this collection in an early study. This pairs include differences and similarities such as live mouse vs. dead mouse, family celebrated vs. happy family, and playing soccer vs. watching soccer. The resulting collection of 77 such sentences, with different shades of meaning for verbs, nouns and adjectives, as well as different contexts for nouns and adjectives was used to identify anecdotal examples (Table 1). However, the entire collection of sentences was used in the aggregate study described below.

**Neural fMRI Representation of Sentences**

To obtain the neural correlates of the 240 sentences, subjects viewed each sentence on a computer screen while in the fMRI scanner. The sentences were presented word-by-word using a rapid serial visual presentation paradigm, with each content word exposed for 400ms followed by a 200ms inter-stimulus interval. Participants were instructed to read the sentences and think about their overall meaning.

Eleven subjects took part in this experiment producing 12 repetitions each. The fMRI data were preprocessed using standard methods, including slice timing and motion correction (AFNI software, Cox 1996). The most stable,
active and discriminative voxels were then selected and Principal Component Analysis and zero mean normalization were performed on them. These transformed brain activation patterns were converted into a single-sentence fMRI representation per participant by taking the voxel-wise mean of all repetitions (Anderson, et al., 2016; Binder, et al., 2016, 2016b). To form the target for the neural network, the most significant 396 voxels per sentence were then chosen (to match six case-role slots of the content words consisting of 66 attributes each) and scaled to [0.2..0.8].

Synthetic fMRI Word Representations

The neural data set did not include fMRI images for words in isolation. Therefore a technique developed by Anderson et al. (2016) was adopted to approximate them. The voxel values for a word were obtained by averaging all fMRI images for the sentences where the word occurs. These vectors, called SynthWords, encode a combination of examples of that word along with other words that appear in the same sentence. Thus, the SynthWord representation for mouse contains aspects of running, forest, man, seeing, and dead, from sentence 56: The mouse ran into the forest and sentence 60: The man saw the dead mouse.

This process of combining contextual information is similar to many semantic models in computational linguistics (Baroni et. al., 2010; Burgess, 1998; Landauer et al., 1997; Mitchell & Lapata, 2010). In other studies, this approach has been used successfully to predict brain activation (Anderson, et al., 2016; Binder, et al., 2016a, 2016b; Just, et al., 2017).

Due to the limited number of combinations, some of SynthWords became identical and were excluded from the dataset. The final collection includes 237 sentences and 236 words (138 nouns, 38 adjectives and 60 verbs).

Semantic CAR Representations for Words

CAR ratings were collected for the original set of 242 words (Glasgow et al., 2016) through Amazon Mechanical Turk. In a scale of 0-6, the participants were asked to assign the degree to which a given concept is associated to a specific type of neural component of experience (e.g., “To what degree do you think of a table as having a fixed location, as on a map?”). Approximately 30 ratings were collected for each word. After averaging all ratings and removing outliers, the final attributes were transformed to unit length yielding a 66-dimensional feature vector (Figure 1).

Note that this approach build its representations by directly mapping the conceptual content of a word (expressed in the questions) to the corresponding neural processes and systems for which the CAR dimensions stand. This approach thus contrasts with systems where the features are extracted from text corpora and word co-occurrence (Baroni et. al., 2010; Burgess, 1998; Harris, 1970; Landauer & Dumais, 1997).

Computational Approach

The approach for quantifying the effect of context in the fMRI data is based on the FGREP neural network (Forming Global Representations with Extended BP, Miikkulainen & Dyer, 1991). The idea is to train a neural network to predict what the sentence fMRI should be, based on the CAR representations, and then use FGREP to modify the CARs so that that prediction becomes correct.

Therefore, a simple three-layer neural network is first trained to map the CAR representations to word fMRI (in the left side of Figure 2, the mapping from CARWords, or word attribute ratings, to SynthWords, i.e., fMRI synthetic words).

After training, this network is used to predict what the sentence fMRI would be without the context effects. The SynthWords in the sentence are averaged to form this prediction called SynthSent. The SynthSent is then compared to fMRISent (the original fMRI data) to form an error signal.

That signal is backpropagated through the network (right side of figure 2), but the neural network weights are no longer changed. Instead, the error is used to change the CARWords (which is the FGREP method). This modification can be carried out through multiple iterations until the error goes to zero, or no additional change is possible (because the CAR attributes are already at their max or min limits). Eventually, the revised CARWord represents the word meaning for the current sentence such that when combined with other CARWords in the sentence, the prediction of sentence fMRI is correct.

For the experiments, the FGREP model was trained 20 times with different random seeds for each of the eleven fMRI subjects. A total of 20 different sets of 786 context-based word representations (one word representation for each sentence where the word appear) were thus produced for each subject. Afterwards, the mean of the 20 representations was used to represent each word.

Results

Previous work showed (1) that words in different contexts have different representations, and (2) these differences are determined by context (Aguirre-Celis & Miikkulainen 2017, 2018). These effects were demonstrated by analyzing individual sentence cases across multiple fMRI subjects. This paper verifies these same conclusions in the aggregate through a statistical analysis across an entire corpus of sentences. It measures how the CAR representation of a word changes in different sentences, and correlates these changes to the CAR representations of the other words in the sentence. In other words, it quantifies the conceptual combination effect statistically across sentences and subjects.
A detailed individual example of the conceptual combination effect is first presented, followed by the aggregate analysis.

**The Conceptual Combination Effect**

As discussed above, in CAR theory, concepts’ interactions arise within multiple brain networks, activating similar brain zones for both concepts. These interactions determine the meaning of the concept combination (Binder, 2016a, 2016b).

As an example, consider the noun-verb interactions in Sentence 200: *The yellow bird flew over the field*, and Sentence 207: *The red plane flew through the cloud*. Since *bird* is a living thing, animate dimensions related to agency such as sensory, gustative, motor, affective, and cognitive experiences are expected to be activated, including potentially attributes like Speech, Taste, and Smell. In contrast, *plane flew* is expected to activate inanimate dimensions related to perceiving an object, as well as possibly Emotion, Cognition, and Attention.

Figure 3 shows the CARs for the word *flew* in the two sentences after they were modified by FGREP as described in Figure 2 and averaged across all 11 subjects. In Sentence 200 there were indeed high activations on animate attributes like Small, Pain, Smell and Taste, Audition, Music, Speech, as well as Communication and Cognition. In contrast, Sentence 207 emphasizes perceptual features like Color, Size, and Shape, Weight, Audition, Loud, Duration, Social, Benefit, and Attention.

These results illustrates the effect of conceptual combination on word meaning. As the context varies, the overlap on neural representations create a mutual enhancement, producing a clear difference between animate and inanimate contexts. The FGREP method then encodes this effect into the CAR representations where it can be measured. In other experiments, a similar effect was observed for several other noun-verb pairs, as well as several adjective-noun pairs. In the next section the effect is quantified statistically across the entire corpus of sentences.

**Aggregation Analysis**

So far, the conceptual combination effect has been demonstrated in a number of example cases, like the one above, and others in earlier work (Aguirre-Celis & Miikkulainen 2017, 2018). The goal of the aggregation study in this paper is to demonstrate that the effect is robust and general across the entire corpus of sentences and case roles. The hypothesis is that similar sentences have a similar effect, and this effect is consistent across all words in the sentence.
Figure 3: Comparing pairs of similar sentences averaged across subjects 1 to 11.

Comparing pairs of similar sentences averaged across subjects: 1 to 11

This hypothesis was verified in the following process:

1. For each subject, modified CARs for each word in each sentence were formed through FGREP as described in Figure 2.
2. A representation for each sentence, SynthSent, was assembled by averaging the modified CARs.
3. Clusters of sentences were formed by running the Matlab function linkage on the set of SynthSents. Linkage measures the distance between clusters using the Ward method and the distance between elements with Euclidean distance. It treats each sentence as a single cluster at the beginning and then successively merges pairs of clusters. The process was stopped at 30 clusters, i.e., at the point where the granularity appeared most meaningful (e.g., sentences describing open locations vs. closed locations).
4. For each cluster, CAR representations with similar roles (agent, verb patient) were identified.
5. For each word in each such role, the differences between the modified CAR representations and the original CARs were calculated and averaged, and statistical significance of the difference measured using t-test across the entire set for each CAR dimensions.
6. The CARs of the other words in the sentence were averaged.

7. Pearson's Correlations were then calculated between the modified CARs and the averages CARs of other words across all the dimensions.
8. Similarly, correlations were calculated for the original CARs.
9. These two correlations were then compared. If the modified CARs correlate with the CARs of other words in the sentence better than the original CARs, there is evidence of context effect based on conceptual combination.

In other words, this process aims to demonstrate that changes in a word CAR originate from the other words in the sentence. As in the example presented in the previous subsection, the noun-verb combination of bird flew and plane flew showed how some of the noun properties (animate/inanimate) were transferred to the verb, adapting the combination to the extent that the words share similar features. For example, if the other words in the sentence have high values in the CAR dimension for Small, then that dimension in the modified CAR should be higher than in the original CAR for that word. The correlation analysis measures this effect across the entire CAR representation. It measures whether the word meaning changes towards the context meaning.

The results are shown in detail in Table 2. The correlations are significantly higher for new CARs than for the original CARs across all subjects and all roles. As a summary, the average correlation was 0.3201 (STDEV...
Discussion and Future Work

This study aimed to verify the hypothesis that during sentence comprehension, people adjust the word meanings according to the combination of the concepts that occur in the sentence. This effect had been demonstrated in individual cases before, and the goal was to demonstrate it more broadly across many subjects, and entire corpus of sentences, and different semantic case roles in the sentence. The correlation results indeed demonstrated that the effect is robust, and can be quantified by analyzing fMRI images through the FGREP mechanism.

These findings are significant considering that the dataset was limited and was not designed to answer the question of dynamic effects in meaning. In the future, it may be possible to extend the data with identical contexts and contrasting contexts, and such fully balanced stimuli could be used to test the hypothesis more systematically.

Similarly, it would be desirable to extend the data with fMRI images of individual words. The current approach of synthetic words (SynthWords) is an approximation often used in computational linguistics (Baroni et. al., 2010; Burgess, 1998; Landauer et al., 1997; Mitchell & Lapata, 2010) and neural activity prediction research (Anderson, et al., 2016; Binder, et al., 2016a, 2016b; Just, et al., 2017). The FGREP process of mapping semantic CARs to SynthWords and further to sentence fMRI, refines the synthetic representations by removing noise. Still, such representations blend the meanings of many words in many sentences, therefore including word fMRI should lead to stronger and clearer results.

One important advantage of CAR theory is that it is grounded on brain representations, and therefore a good choice when mapping semantic representations to fMRI. In the future, it would be interesting to compare whether similar effects can be observed with semantic representations based on co-occurrence in text corpora, or perhaps even a combination of the two. Another important direction of future work is to take advantage of this effect in an artificial natural language processing system. The vector representations for words can be modified dynamically based on context. Such a process should match human behavior better, and result in a more effective and robust system.

Conclusion

This paper shows how word meaning change dynamically depending on context. Using FGREP as a mechanism it was possible to show that the difference between the expected and observed fMRI images can indeed be explained by a change in CARs. Across an entire corpus of sentences, the new CARs are more similar to the other words in the sentence than to the original CARs, demonstrating how features of the context are transferred to each word in the sentence. In the future it may be possible to utilize such dynamic representations in an artificial natural language processing system, by making the word embeddings more sensitive to the semantic meanings that humans actually perceive.
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